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OE Development Roadmap to date

Support Pilot projects, new concepts
Full scale demonstrators

Small-scale arrays 10MW/20 devices
Arrays of 100s MW
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Now pushes
out to ??

Government Targets
Now pending new OREDP

2020

500MW
installed

OEDU Management to 2011
Steering Committee
DCENR, SEAI, MI, DEHLG
Now pending review and reconstitution

• Oversee the development and implementation of the
Ocean Energy Strategy and the work of the Ocean
Energy Development Unit
• Support liaison with other Departments and agencies
whose activities can enhance delivery of the OE
Strategy
• Oversee and advise on issues arising from the Ocean
Energy Advisory Group
• Consideration of and advice on financial provisions to
support the implementation of the programme

Advisory Group
DCENR, DEHLG, CER, EirGrid, ESB Networks, ESBI, MI, MRIA, EI,
IDA, SFI, NOW, IWEA, BG, BnM + others as appropriate

Intended to be mechanism for co-ordinated action to support and enable OE development
Now pending revised OREDP and direction from reconstituted interdepartmental governance
mechanism.

Scenario

Is 2020 seen as a waypoint on a much longer path ?
What actions are to be developed around a longer-term vision for
electricity from marine renewable energy resources?
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10GW

25GW ?
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The Programme Actions of OEDU to date
Undertake Strategic Environmental Assessment
and establish new planning system
Intensify resource and site
assessment

SEA done, planning ongoing

Ongoing
Enhance Galway/consent Belmullet

Establish test facilities

Reduced fund 2012

Fund industry research, development and demonstration

Planned as part of IMERC

Enhance Research Infrastructure

Promote development of engineering and other supply chain capabilities

Support grid infrastructure development studies

2009

2010

2011

Ongoing

Connection study for 500MW at MRIA sites completed

2012

2015

2020

Cable to Galway Test Site/SmartBay

Linking Industry/Test Sites/SmartBay

Economics of Electricity Export

Study on the viability and cost benefit analysis for Ireland of exporting
renewable electricity using the co-operation mechanisms in Directive
2009/28/EC
• Assumes Ireland meets its binding target domestically and
monetises additional RES-E production through exports
• Assumes no additional burden on tax-payer or consumers to fund
infrastructure
• Projects are developed under Joint Project frameworks or
statistical transfers
• Modelling assumptions sourced from referencable, public-domain
sources where possible

Engineering Study being finalised

Summary Progress since 2009
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Ocean Renewable Energy Development Plan being finalised
Interim national co-ordination/collaboration mechanisms developed
Strategic Environmental Assessment completed
New Planning system in the works
Leasing process for fully open-ocean grid-connected wave test facility underway
Upgraded national Wave Tank facility being developed
32 industry projects supported with high profile for a number of technologies
Complementary high-profile industry ICT initiatives as part of SmartBay
Effective Industry Association established
Reports produced (Economics/Ports and Shipping/Engineering Sector) to create
greater awareness of potential value and supply chain opportunities and
requirements
Grid analysis enhanced – 500MW Connection study, Isles, Eirgrid Offshore Grid etc
Study on the Viability and Cost Benefit Analysis for Ireland Exporting Renewable
Electricity (RES-E) using the Co-operation Mechanism in Directive 2009/28/EC
underway

Key messages remain relevant
1. Acknowledge the historical opportunity that Ireland’s marine energy resources represent in an
era where Europe is moving to become an electricity-powered economy.
2.

Expand the scope of the Ocean Energy R+D strategy to include floating offshore wind.

3.

Strengthen the mechanisms that have been put in place to develop Ocean Energy, in order to
implement the wider Ocean Renewable Development Plan (OREDP):
- Establish an interdepartmental umbrella mechanism to co-ordinate policy and oversee
implementation of the OREDP.
- Establish clear central direction for all aspects of the programme’s implementation
- Fully include the enterprise dimension of the sector.
- Strengthen personnel resources in all key areas of the programme.

4.

Prioritise critical enabling legislation and set defined timeline for announcement of marine
leasing round.

5.

Strengthen resources and accelerate planning around grid issues - reinforcement, offshore
grid, interconnection, and mechanisms for the export of electricity.

6.

Galvanise actions to develop the supply chain

OES’s NEW Mission & Vision
2012 – 2016 VISION
As the Authoritative International Voice on Ocean Energy we collaborate
internationally to accelerate the viability, uptake and acceptance of ocean energy
systems in an environmentally acceptable way
2012 – 2016 Organizational Values
Integrity:
Knowledgeable:
Outcome – oriented:
Inspirational:
Collegial:

Our information can be relied upon
All information is based upon fact. We ensure it is up-to-date
and relevant
We are driven by pragmatic solutions
We are committed to providing inspired and collaborative
information to accelerate implementation of ocean energy
We are committed to working inspirationally with each other
to achieve our Vision

Note: Conference sponsorships and INORE
Supergen 2011 Meeting, Edinburgh
7 October 2011

Work Programme
TASKS
I

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Dissemination
Leader: Portugal

II

Guidelines for Testing

Phase II

Leader: Denmark

III Grid Integration
Leader: Canada

IV Environmental Effects
Leader: USA

V Device Performance

New Annex

Leader: USA

2nd
3rd Term
Term
Strategic Planning has led to several other
Annex proposals – now under
development

Supergen 2011 Meeting, Edinburgh
7 October 2011

ICOE 2012
The National Convention Centre
October 17-19

ICOE 2012 Themes
Overall emphasis is on operational and industrial experience.

This is an international conference,
so this is an opportunity to showcase
Ireland’s strength and expertise in
this emerging sector. There are two
ways to do this:
• Take up a stand at the exhibition
• Submit an abstract for either oral
or poster presentation at the
conference.

